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A new, second-order accurate, volume conservative, material-order-independent interface
reconstruction method for multi-material flow simulations is presented. First, materials
are located in multi-material computational cells using a piecewise linear reconstruction
of the volume fraction function. These material locator points are then used as generators
to reconstruct the interface with a weighted Voronoi diagram that matches the volume
fractions. The interfaces are then improved by minimizing an objective function that
smoothes interface normals while enforcing convexity and volume constraints for the pure
material subcells. Convergence tests are shown demonstrating second-order accuracy. Sta-
tic and dynamic examples are shown illustrating the superior performance of the method
over existing material-order-dependent methods.

� 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Multi-material and multi-phase flows occur in a variety of natural phenomena and industrial processes. To accurately
model such flows, it is essential to effectively capture and manage material interfaces. Due to their ability to strictly conserve
mass, volume-of-fluid (VOF) methods using interface reconstruction are widely used in such simulations [1–4]. Originally
developed by Hirt and Nichols [5], VOF methods do not explicitly track interfaces but rather track the volume of each mate-
rial. When required, the interface position is computed using the volume fraction data. In a flow simulation, the volume frac-
tions are updated by determining the flux of each material into or out of a computational cell although in multi-material
compressible simulations, volume fractions may also be modified by mixture models like pressure equilibration [1]. Contem-
porary schemes use the reconstructed interface to obtain a better approximation to the material fluxes. Poor interface recon-
struction directly affects material fluxes and can result in material being transported to the wrong locations and unphysical
fragmentation of material.

Early VOF methods used a straight line aligned with a coordinate axis to partition the cell according to the material vol-
ume fractions [6]. Youngs [7,8] extended the method to permit the material interface to have an arbitrary orientation within
the cell. Such methods, that allow a generally oriented interface within the cell, are referred to as piecewise linear interface
calculation (PLIC) methods [3]. In Youngs’ method, the outward normal of the interface separating a material from the rest of
. All rights reserved.
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the cell is taken to be the negative gradient of the ‘‘volume fraction function.” The ‘‘volume fraction function” is assumed to
be a smooth function whose cell-centered values are given by the cell-wise material volume fractions. The gradient may be
computed by finite-difference formulas [8], Green–Gauss formula [9] or a least-squares technique [3]. The interface is then
defined as a line with the calculated normal that cuts off the correct volume of material from the computational cell. We will
refer to all methods that compute the interface from the gradient of the volume fraction function as gradient-based methods.
In general, gradient-based methods for interface reconstruction are only first-order accurate although they may exhibit
nearly second-order accurate behavior for rectangular grids. However, there are extensions that make the reconstruction
second-order accurate by smoothing the interface normals [10–12]. Finally, there is a class of methods that attempts to
reconstruct curved interfaces but these methods are not in widespread use [13].

VOF–PLIC techniques have been successfully used to accurately simulate two-phase (or two-material) flows and free-sur-
face flows in two and three dimensions. However, their application to flows involving three or more materials that come
closer than the mesh spacing and even form junctions has been mostly ad hoc. Examples of such phenomena are flows of
immiscible fluids (e.g. oil–water–gas), inertial confinement fusion (ICF), hypervelocity impact and penetration, dynamic
compaction of multi-material powders [2] and detonation shock dynamics with multiple inert and energetic materials
[14]. In the oil–water–gas flow example, the three-immiscible fluids can statically or dynamically exhibit a thin film struc-
ture along the interface (Fig. 1(a)) or form a contact line (triple point in 2D) at the intersection between the three fluids
(Fig. 1(b)). In inertial confinement fusion (ICF), a spherical plastic target filled with deuterium–tritium (solid and gas, see
Fig. 2) is compressed by laser-initiated X-rays while located within an experimental chamber called a hohlraum that is usu-
ally made of gold or tantalum. The resulting compression and possible fragmentation of the multi-material target imply that
thin layers and multi-material junctions are expected in the simulation and must be properly resolved.

The most common extensions of PLIC to cells with more than two materials (multi-material cells) is to process materials
one-by-one leading to a reconstruction that is strongly dependent on the order in which the materials are processed. In a
strict sense, any cell with more than one material is a multi-material cell. However, we choose to distinguish two-material
cells from cells with more than two materials by calling the latter multi-material cells. This is because we have to reconstruct
the interface for only one material in a two material cell whereas we have to reconstruct multiple interfaces in a cell with
three or more materials. In the ‘‘onion-skin” approach, each material interface is assumed to separate two materials and con-
sists of a single line segment with both endpoints on the computational cell boundary. This form of reconstruction works
only for simple layer structures [7,15] and even there it may create overlapping layers. A more general and correct approach
is the ‘‘nested dissection” method [16,17], where each material is separated from the others in a specified order. In the meth-
od, a pure polygon (or polyhedron) representing the first material is marked out from the cell, leaving a mixed polygon for
the remaining materials. Then, a polygon representing the second material is marked out from the mixed polygon and the
process continues until the last material is processed.

With the ‘‘correct” material ordering, the interface reconstructed by one of the above methods is close to the correct con-
figuration (Fig. 3(a)). However an incorrect ordering results in substantial degradation of the interface as shown Fig. 3(b) and
(c). Sometimes, there may not be an ordering which will give the correct configuration by nested dissection (Fig. 4) or the
correct ordering in one part of the domain may be incorrect in a different part. Two-material cells next to multi-material
cells may also be affected by the order in which materials are processed as discussed in [18].

Finally, the presence of multiple materials in simulations creates special considerations for second-order accurate meth-
ods like LVIRA. In the LVIRA method [10], the interface normal within a cell is updated by minimizing an objective function
for each cell, Ci
FLVIRA ¼
X
j2N i

ðfmðCjÞ � ~f mðCj;n; bÞÞ2 ð1Þ
where N i are the vertex connected neighbors of cell Ci; fmðCjÞ is the prescribed volume fraction for material m in cell j, and
~f mðCj;n; bÞ is the volume fraction cut off in cell j by continuing the line with normal n and line constant b from cell i through
cell j. However, in multi-material cells the volume of a cell cut off by extending the interface may not be representative of the
error. This is because the procedure fails to account for the presence of an additional material behind the extended line, giv-
ing a large error in the volume fraction even when the interface normal is correct as illustrated in Fig. 5.
Fig. 1. Example of immiscible fluid interfaces (e.g. oil–water–air): (a) thin film and (b) triple point.



Fig. 2. (a) Sketch of an ICF target. (b) The target in the Holhraum (made of gold or tantalum), lasers enter the chamber generating X-ray emission that
ultimately compress the target up to ignition of the deuterium–tritium gas.

Fig. 3. (a) Reconstruction with the correct order, (b) and (c) reconstructions with an incorrect order.

Fig. 4. (a) Four material junction and (b) order dependent reconstruction. In this example, the right configuration cannot be generated by any order of
materials in a nested dissection process.

Fig. 5. In LVIRA, the interface normal for the white material in the center cell is adjusted by extending the interface from the center cell to the neighboring
cells and minimizing the discrepancy between the volumes it cuts off in the neighboring cell, here labeled E2; E3, and E8, and the prescribed volume fraction
for that material in the neighboring cell. However, in computing the volume discrepancy the procedure may not be accounting for another material behind
the interface as in E8 where the volume cutoff becomes the polygon abcd instead of abfe.
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Most importantly, these incorrect reconstructions adversely impact the material advection in flow simulations. In most
cases, an improper material ordering may result in materials being advected prematurely (or belatedly) into neighboring
cells. This can further lead to small pieces of the material getting separated and drifting away from the bulk of the material,
a phenomenon known as ‘‘flotsam and jetsam”.

To address this problem, there has been some work on deriving the material order automatically. The geometrically de-
rived material priority by Mosso and Clancy [19] first approximates the local center of mass of each material; then, assuming
a layer structure, it selects an ordering based on the relative locations of the approximate centroids along a line. A similar
approach was developed by Benson [20]. However, both methods are primarily designed to capture layers and may fail
for multi-material junctions.

Choi and Bussman [15] have addressed the material ordering problem by developing a method for reconstructing three-
material T-junctions in two-dimensions. In a three-material cell, the interface between material 1 and materials 2 and 3 are
reconstructed as in a gradient-based method. Then the normal of the interface between materials 2 and 3 are determined by
a minimization procedure similar to LVIRA. This method is not truly order-independent since the first material must be cho-
sen a priori and it is restricted to three-material cells. Also, the feasibility of applying it to 3D is not clear.

Caboussat et al. [21] also addressed the reconstruction of a triple point using a minimization procedure given by the
neighboring normals. However, it is also restricted to three materials.

Bonnell et al. [22] have also described an interface reconstruction method that draws upon ideas of isosurfacing. This meth-
od can handle multiple materials in a cell automatically but the method is not guaranteed to match volume fractions exactly.

Previously, we presented a method that reconstructed interfaces in a material-order independent manner using a particle
attraction–repulsion model or a regional quadrature formula to locate materials in cells and subdividing the cell using a
weighted Voronoi diagram or power diagram [18]. This method is capable of generating a material-order independent par-
titioning of multi-material cells but is not second-order accurate.

In this article, we present a new second-order accurate VOF–PLIC method that reconstructs a multi-material interface
with no dependence on the order in which materials are specified. The method matches volume fractions exactly as required
by VOF interface reconstruction methods. The method works for arbitrary number of materials in general polygonal meshes.
The reconstruction automatically gives either the appropriate layer structure or configurations with multiple material junc-
tions. Finally, the method ensures that the reconstructed interface partitions the cell into convex material regions, an impor-
tant consideration for a majority of material advection and remapping schemes. Finally, it reproduces straight line interfaces
exactly and reconstructs interfaces with second-order accuracy.

Unlike the particle model method or quadrature formula method of [18], the new technique infers relative locations of
materials based on a piecewise linear approximation to the characteristic function of each material. Using the approximate
material locations, the cell is partitioned into material regions by a weighted Voronoi diagram while matching the volume
fractions. Finally, the interface segments in the multi-material cells are smoothed with respect to their neighbors so that the
method reproduces smooth interfaces with second-order accuracy even around multi-material junctions.

The following sections describe the three main steps of the new method, i.e. material location, power diagram reconstruc-
tion and smoothing. These are followed by results demonstrating that the method performs better than material order-
dependent methods in static, geometric reconstructions and in dynamic advection tests. Convergence tests are presented
to demonstrate that the method is second-order accurate.
2. Material location by piecewise linear reconstruction of the volume fraction function

Given the volume fractions of materials in cells in a mesh, our task is to determine the relative locations of materials in a
multi-material cell. To do this, we must ideally recover the characteristic function for each material in the domain. While it is
possible to reconstruct the characteristic function in 1D [23], no method (other than interface reconstruction itself) exists to
do this in higher dimensions. Therefore, we make a simplifying assumption that a smooth function, called the volume frac-
tion function, exists for each material and that its pointwise cell-centered values are given by cell-wise volume fraction data.
This smooth function represents the distribution of material in the mesh cells and in that sense, it can be considered anal-
ogous to a density distribution function for the material. However, we should note that the volume fraction function is not a
clearly defined mesh-independent continuous function like the density function. Swartz [24] describes it as the function that
quantifies the relative amount of a material present in a small window that moves around in a domain with a sharp interface.
Defined this way, it is clear that the volume fraction function steepens as the size of the window (or in other words, the mesh
size) gets smaller and the gradient of the function blows up as the window size goes to zero. Nevertheless, for a given mesh,
we will treat the volume fraction function like a smooth, density distribution function.

We then compute a piecewise linear approximation for this smooth volume fraction function using standard methods
used in higher-order finite-volume methods [9]. Finally, continuing the analogy with the density function, we compute
the center of mass of the materials in cells from the linear reconstruction as described below.

Consider a mesh on which we have cell-centered values fi of a function f ðxÞ. In each cell Ci, we reconstruct a linear approx-
imation, ~f iðxÞ, of the function such that
~f iðxÞ ¼ fi þ $f � ðx� xcðCiÞÞ; ð2Þ
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where xcðCiÞ is the centroid of the cell. $f is the gradient of the function that we wish to approximate and it is considered to
be constant within the cell. The gradient may be computed either by a Green–Gauss [9] or a least-squares technique [3]. On
structured and unstructured grids, we use all vertex and edge connected neighbors in the gradient computation. In Fig. 6, the
path used for the Green–Gauss technique is shown with the dotted line. For a least-squares technique, the same mesh cells
are used in the computation with each entry weighted by the inverse of the squared distance between the centroid of the cell
being reconstructed and the centroid of the neighboring cell as described in [3]. The computed gradient is limited using
Barth–Jesperson-type limiter [25] to preserve local bounds on the volume fraction function. The limiter is calculated using
all vertex connected neighbors. The limited gradient is indicated by d ¼ /rf with / 2 ½0;1�. Then, the approximate center of
mass of the function f ðxÞ over the domain Xi as approximated by the function ~f iðxÞ is given by
Fig. 6.
SðXiÞ, u
�x ¼
R

Xi
x~f iðxÞdXR

Xi

~f iðxÞdX
¼ 1
kXikfi

Z
Xi

xðfi þ d � ðx� xcðCiÞÞÞdX ð3Þ
where kXik is the area of the domain Xi.
The obvious choice of domain Xi for integrating this equation is the cell, Ci and this works well for structured meshes. The

calculation of Eq. (3) for a polygon may be done with the application of Stokes’ theorem in the plane, for details see [26].
However, for unstructured meshes, we have found that integrating over the cell domain induces a strong bias in the orien-
tation of the reconstructed interface based on the cell geometry. In order to eliminate this effect, we integrate instead over
the smallest square, SðCiÞ � Ci, whose center coincides with the centroid of the cell, xcðCiÞ and encloses the computational
cell. An example of this domain is shown with the solid line in Fig. 6.

For two materials, this choice of integration domain is equivalent to a gradient-based method when using a power dia-
gram interface reconstruction. In a power diagram based reconstruction of a two material cell, the interface normal depends
only on the direction of the vector pointing from one material locator to the other. For two materials, m and n, with material
locators xm and xn and volume fractions fm and 1� fm, respectively, the normal to the interface between them given by the
power diagram reconstruction will be
xm � xn ¼
1

kSðCiÞk
1
�f m
þ 1

1� �f m

� �Z y1

y0

Z x1

x0

xðd � ðx� xcÞÞdxdy ¼ D2

12
1

�f mð1� �f mÞ

 !
dx

dy

� �
where SðXiÞ ¼ ½x0; x1� � ½y0; y1� and D ¼ x1 � x0 ¼ y1 � y0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kSðCiÞk

p
. That is, the normal is a positive constant times the gra-

dient. Hence, the interface normal will be the computed gradient. In addition, this choice of integration domain makes the
calculation of Eq. (3) trivial and provides a better initial reconstruction for a starting point to the interface smoothing
procedures.

For meshes and simulations with special symmetries such as uniform-in-angle grids and problems with cylindrical sym-
metry [27], the choice of the square integration domain may break symmetry. In such cases, a different integration domain,
such as the mesh cell itself, may be preferable.

3. Power diagram based interface reconstruction

Once the materials are located in a cell, the interfaces within the cell, separating the materials, are constructed using a
power diagram. A power diagram or Laguerre diagram [28,29] is a generalized Voronoi diagram of a set of points, S, each
with an associated weight, xi. In this context, the generators are the material locators determined by the method detailed
in Section 2.

The power of a point x 2 Rn with respect to a point mass, si 2 S with si ¼ ðxi;xiÞ is defined as
powðx; siÞ ¼ d2ðx;xiÞ �x2
i ð4Þ
where d2ðx;xiÞ ¼
Pn

j¼1ðxj � xj
iÞ

2 is the usual Euclidean distance in Rn.
The dotted line shows the path used for the Green–Gauss computation of the gradient in the center cell. The dark solid line shows the square domain,
sed for the material location calculation. It is the smallest square that covers the center cell and has the same centroid, xc , as the center cell.
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Each cell of the power diagram is the set of points
Fig. 7.
cellðsiÞ ¼ fx 2 Rnjpowðx; siÞ < powðx; sjÞ8sj 2 S; sj–sig: ð5Þ
As with Voronoi diagrams, each power diagram cell is convex with a piecewise linear boundary. If all the weights are equal,
the power diagram degenerates to a Voronoi diagram. The weight associated with a point generator can be interpreted as the
square of the radius of a circle centered at that point. An example power diagram is shown in Fig. 7.

A power diagram can be constructed by a randomized incremental algorithm [30] or by conversion from a Voronoi dia-
gram [31] which may be created using a number of efficient algorithms such as Fortune’s sweepline algorithm [32]. How-
ever, we use a simple half-space intersection algorithm because it is simple and robust for a small number of materials in
each cell. The half-space intersection algorithm computes the power diagram cell for each generator by clipping the polygon
by each bisector between that generator and all other generators, starting with the original computational cell.

3.1. Matching volume fractions

The volume fractions of the materials in a cell are matched by iteratively adjusting the weights of the point generators in a
power diagram, thereby adjusting the area of the power diagram cells once clipped to the mesh cell. This requires the solu-
tion of a set of non-linear equations
Amðx2
1; . . . ;x2

Nm
Þ ¼ kCikfm; m ¼ 1; . . . ;Nm ð6Þ
where Amðx2
1; . . . ;x2

Nm
Þ is the area of the power diagram corresponding to material m after it has been clipped by the bound-

ing mesh cell polygon with area kCik. fm is the volume fraction for material m in cell Ci. The constraint:
XNm

m

Amðx2
1; . . . ;x2

nÞ ¼ kCik ð7Þ
reduces the number of equations to Nm � 1. Since for any power diagram
Amðx2
1 þ c2; . . . ;x2

n þ c2Þ ¼ Amðx2
1; . . . ;x2

nÞ ð8Þ
for any real number c, a normalized set of weights must be chosen. Specifically, this is done by forcing one of the weights to
be a specified value and varying the others.

A Newton procedure with a finite-difference Jacobian is used to solve Eqs. (6) and (7). At each iteration of the Newton
procedure, a power diagram, clipped to the mesh cell is computed to determine the Am and approximate the Jacobian. Some
caution is required, since the area of each cell is bounded above and below, that is
0 6 Amðx2
1; . . . ;x2

nÞ 6 kCikm ¼ 1; . . . ;Nm ð9Þ
For extreme values of the weights, some of the power diagram cells will be outside of the mesh cell and as such have zero
area once clipped to the mesh cell, Ci, under consideration. In such cases, one or more of Amðx2

1; . . . ;x2
nÞwill be constant with

value 0 or kCik and as a function of the weights ðx2
1; . . . ;x2

nÞ it will have a zero gradient making a straightforward Newton
procedure fail. As a result, the Newton procedure needs to adjust for overshoots to make sure it does not end up in this re-
gion. This is simply done by reducing the size of the Newton step at each iteration if it exceeds those bounds. We found the
procedure to be robust and efficient, typically matching the required volumes to within 10�12 in 3–6 iterations.

For the initial guess, we use equal weights for all the point generators if all of the generators lie within the mesh cell being
reconstructed. If any of the generators are outside the cell the initial weights are assigned such that the power bisectors be-
Power diagram with four generators (V1;V2;V3, and V4) and their weight circles. The generators V1 and V2 do not lie within their corresponding cells.
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tween all the generators go through the centroid of the cell. This ensures that the initial power diagram will have non-zero
areas for each power diagram cell once clipped to the mesh cell.

4. Interface smoothing

Once an initial reconstruction of the interface is available, we apply an order-independent optimization-based smoothing
procedure to improve the approximation of the interface.

Consider a 2D cell with Nm materials, Ns interface segments and Np interface points. The smoothing procedure repositions
the cell’s Np interface points so that it minimizes the discrepancy between the normal of each of its interface segments and
normals of reference interface segments in neighboring cells (separating the same materials). The constraints imposed on
this process are that the volume fractions of the materials in the cells must be matched exactly and that all the pure material
subcells remain convex. Naturally, interface points on the boundary of the cell must remain on the boundary and interior
points must remain strictly inside the cell.

The local objective function for smoothing in a particular cell, Ci is written as
FiðsÞ ¼
XNs

j¼1

XðNrÞj

k¼1

kn̂jðsÞ � n̂r
kk

2 ð10Þ
In the above equation, n̂j is the normal of the jth interface segment, n̂r
k is the normal of the kth reference segment, and finally,

ðNrÞj ¼ 0;1 or 2 is the number of reference segments for the jth interface segment. Also, s is the vector of optimization vari-
ables which includes the x; y coordinates of interior interface points and 1D parameters of points on cell edges.

The reference segments for an interface segment are chosen according to the smoothing procedure laid out by Swartz [24]
for smoothing two material interfaces. Given an interface segment in cell Ci, we first find its endpoints that lie on the bound-
ary of the cell. If the endpoint lies on a cell edge, we find the neighboring cell on the other side of the edge. In this neigh-
boring cell, we attempt to find another interface segment that separates the same two materials as the interface segment
in Ci that is under consideration. The reference normal for the interface segment is then the normal of the line segment con-
necting the midpoints of the two interface segments (see Fig. 8). Using this normal leads to a second-order accurate method
for smooth interfaces in Swartz’s work. If a neighboring cell does not exist (because the edge is on the domain boundary) or a
suitable interface segment does not exist in the neighboring cell, we attempt to find a suitable reference segment in a cell
connected to the vertices of the cell edge that the interface endpoint lies on. If the endpoint of an interface segment lies on a
vertex, the reference interface segment is chosen from one of the vertex connected neighbors. Thus, the algorithm will pick
two, one or zero reference segments for each interface segment. While it is possible that there may be more than two neigh-
boring mixed cells with candidate reference segments, such a situation usually represents noisy volume fraction data or a
feature of the flow that is not well resolved; in such situations, no perfect solution exists and therefore, any choice will prob-
ably lead to unsatisfactory results.

The formulation of the objective function is illustrated with the help of the examples shown in Fig. 8. The first example
(Fig. 8(a)) shows a two-material cell of interest (shaded). Since there is only one interface segment with normal n̂1 and its
endpoints on the cell boundaries, this interface segment has two reference normals. Therefore, the objective function is
FiðsÞ ¼ kn̂1ðsÞ � n̂r
1k

2 þ kn̂1ðsÞ � n̂r
2k

2 ð11Þ
and the optimization variables are the 1D parameters of points x1 and x2. In the second example (Fig. 8(b)), there are three
interface segments with normals n̂1; n̂2 and n̂3 and endpoints x1;x2;x3 and x4. Therefore, the objective function is
FiðsÞ ¼ kn̂1ðsÞ � n̂r
1k

2 þ kn̂2ðsÞ � n̂r
2k

2 þ kn̂3ðsÞ � n̂r
3k

2 ð12Þ
Fig. 8. Definition of reference normals for smoothing in (a) two-material cell and (b) three-material cell. The cell of interest is shaded.
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the optimization variables are the 1D parameters of boundary points x1;x2 and x3, and the x; y coordinates of the interior
point, x4.

The volume conservation constraint for the optimization can be expressed in the form of an equality constraint as
Fig. 9.
optimiz
starting
variable
GiðsÞ ¼
1

kCik2

XNm

m¼1

ðVmðxÞ � Vr
mÞ

2 ¼ 0 ð13Þ
where VmðxÞ is the computed volume and Vr
m is the reference or specified volume of the mth material.

The convexity constraint on the subpolygons is expressed as a constraint on all interior angles of the subpolygons in the
cell. The constraint function for convexity, HiðsÞ is a step function which is zero if all the interior angles of all material poly-
gons in the cell are greater than 0 but less than or equal to p, and a very large penalty number ð106Þ otherwise.

The optimization is then set up to minimize the composite function:
F�i ðsÞ ¼ FiðsÞ þ kGiðsÞ þ HiðsÞ ð14Þ
where k is a penalty parameter. When the penalty parameter is sufficiently large, the constraints are enforced exactly [33].
The procedure minimizes F�i ðsÞ in each cell using a multi-dimensional non-linear conjugate gradient minimization pro-

cedure [33] with increasing values of the penalty parameters. Since the original reconstruction will satisfy the volume
and convexity constraints, the penalty parameter k is initially set to one, then incrementally increased by multiplying by
10 and smoothing using that value in the objective function until the penalty parameter reaches a desired value (typically
105).

For two materials cells the minimum of the objective functional in Eq. (14) may be constructed explicitly. It is the recon-
struction corresponding to a single line with a normal taken by averaging the reference normals and matching the volume
fraction. The multi-dimensional minimization procedure does not need to be invoked.

Multiple iterations ðNglobal ¼ 3 to 5Þ over all mixed cells are performed so as to minimize the global objective function that
can be formed by summing the F�s over all mixed cells. The optimization converges to a correct solution quickly in all but a
few very difficult cases for which convergence is impractically slow. The overall minimization algorithm is given in pseudo-
code in Fig. 9.

In Fig. 10, the initial power diagram reconstruction is shown along with the material locators for a three material, curved
interface. After smoothing, the interface is much improved.

5. Numerical experiments

In this section, we present some static interface reconstruction examples and demonstrate second-order convergence. To
demonstrate that our method leads to significant improvements in dynamic simulations, we present results of advection of
multi-material configurations on structured and unstructured meshes.

5.1. Interface reconstruction

To demonstrate the performance of the method, two multi-material interface reconstructions are shown in Fig. 11. Both
examples are on a domain of ½0;1� � ½0;1�.

The first row in Fig. 11 shows the reconstruction of a triple point. In the center cell, the volume fractions are (0.5, 0.3, 0.2).
In the top center and bottom center cells the volume fractions are (0.5, 0.0, 0.5) and (0.5, 0.5, 0.0), respectively. The right
center cell has volume fractions of (0.0, 0.6, 0.4).
Material order independent interface smoothing algorithm. Here In is the interface reconstruction at global iteration n. sk is the vector of
ation variables at each stage of the inner loop which increases the penalty parameter k. minimizerF�ðsk; kÞ returns the variables at the local minimum
from initial guess sk. The routine interfacesðF�; sÞ gives the polygonal decomposition of the cell corresponding to the values of the optimization
s, s.



Fig. 10. (a) Interface reconstruction before smoothing showing material locators and (b) interface reconstruction after smoothing.

a b c

d e f

Fig. 11. Static interface reconstruction tests. (a) and (b) Triple point configuration using a nested dissection/gradient-based method with the material
ordering indicated in the figure. (c) Triple point configuration using our second order method. (d) and (e) Three circle intersection test using nested
dissection method with two different material orderings. (f) The interface reconstruction using our second order method. The convexity restrictions and
initial topology of the power diagram prevent the optimization from completely smoothing the interface in the four material cells.
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The second row of Fig. 11 shows the reconstruction of a three circle configuration containing two, three and four material
cells. The volume fractions are defined by three circles given by (A) radius 0.5385, center (0.3, 1.0) (B) radius 0.7071, center
(0.99, 0.97) and (C) radius 0.7071, center (0.99, 0.01) with circle (C) overlaying (B) which overlays (A).

The method correctly reconstructs the triple point in Fig. 11(c), although the white region in the center cell is only mar-
ginally convex due to the node at the center of the T-junction. Note in Fig. 11(d) and (e), the effect of multiple materials on a
gradient-based method even in the two material cells near the four material center cell.

In Fig. 11(f), the method significantly improves the interface reconstruction in the four material and surrounding cells.
However, due to the convexity constraints and the initial topology of the power diagram reconstruction the method is unable
to perfectly match the interfaces in the four material cell.
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5.2. Convergence

A number of tests have been conducted to demonstrate that the method converges and is second-order accurate. The er-
ror in each cell is measured as the symmetric area difference between the approximate and ‘‘true” reconstructions. Given
two shapes X1 and X2, the symmetric area difference is measured as
Fig. 12
betwee
e ¼ ðkX1k � kX1 \X2kÞ þ ðkX2k � kX1 \X2kÞ ð15Þ
The overall error, E, in the reconstruction is obtained by summing e over all materials and all cells. The symmetric area dif-
ference for a single cell is illustrated in Fig. 12.

The volume fraction initialization uses a sampling method based on adaptive mesh refinement. To compute the volume
fractions of materials in a cell, the vertices of the cell are assigned material IDs based on an in-out test. If the vertices of the
cell are of the same material, the cell is assigned that material, If not, the cell has multiple materials and is then subdivided
into four equal subcells (assuming the cell is a regular quadrilateral). The new points generated by refinement are assigned
material IDs based on further in-out tests. The refinement continues in this way until all subcells are pure or the size of a
subcell is below the required volume fraction tolerance. The areas of subcells are then added up to compute volume fractions
up to the desired tolerance.

Three multi-material examples where chosen for the convergence tests. The problem domain was ½0;1� � ½0;1� for all
three tests.

� The first test (circle) shown in Fig. 13(a) consists of a circle of radius 0.25 with center (0.5, 0.5).
� The second test (two-arcs) shown in Fig. 13(b) is a three-material problem with two intersecting circular arcs. The bottom

circle has a radius of 0.7 and center (0.5, 0.0). The circle on the right overlays the bottom circle and has radius of 0.5 and
center (1.0, 0.5).

� The third test (curved-filament) is a curved filament with a varying thickness as shown in (Fig. 13(c)). It is composed of two
circles, one with a radius of 0.7 and center (0.5, 0.0) which is partially covered by a circle of radius 0.64 and center (0.5,
0.05).

The coarsest mesh was a regular mesh of 32� 32 and the finest mesh was 256� 256, which had a characteristic mesh
spacing of h ¼ 1

256.
The errors for these examples along with errors of an exactly second-order accurate scheme are plotted in Fig. 14. From

this plot, it can be seen that the scheme reconstructs interfaces with second-order accuracy.

5.3. Advection

Interface reconstruction methods are generally applied in dynamic simulations where the materials, as described by the
volume fractions, move over time. In simple, multiple passive scalar transport each material satisfies an advection equation,
d
dt

f mðCiÞ ¼ �
1
kCik

Z
@Ci

vmðxÞuðxÞ � ndx ð16Þ
where vmðxÞ is the characteristic function for material m and u is the prescribed transport velocity and n(x) is the unit out-
ward normal on the cell boundary. Furthermore, we assume the velocity field is divergence free and the materials are immis-
cible but with no surface tension.
. Illustration of symmetric area difference with exact and approximate straight line interfaces. The darkly shaded part shows the area of overlap
n the areas behind the two reconstructions and the remaining shaded parts show the area of non-overlap.



Fig. 13. Test cases used to study convergence – (a) two-material circular interface (circle) (b) three-material junction with circular arcs (two-arcs) and (c)
varying thickness curved filament (curved-filament).
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Fig. 14. Convergence plots for the three examples showing second-order accuracy. Here h is the mesh spacing and E the overall error.
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A number of material advection schemes exist to simulate Eq. (16). For unstructured grids, an attractive advection scheme
is the Lagrangian step plus Eulerian remap approach [34]. In this scheme, the advection step consists of a Lagrangian phase,
where the mesh cell is moved in a Lagrangian fashion, followed by a conservative remap, where the cell contents from the
Lagrangian step are mapped back to the Eulerian mesh. This approach has been suggested for material advection by a num-
ber of authors including [11,35–37].

There are two basic formulations of this method: a forward trajectory remap or a backward trajectory remap. In the for-
ward trajectory remap, the position of the cell is calculated at time tnþ1 and the interface reconstruction is performed using
the updated cell positions. The material interfaces are then intersected with the original Cartesian mesh to determine the
updated material quantities.

In the backward trajectory remap method, used in this work, the Eulerian mesh is taken as the cell positions at time tnþ1.
The position of the cell is then integrated backwards in time to determine its location at the previous time step, tn, which we
refer to as the ‘‘preimage” of the cell. The interface reconstruction is performed using the volume fractions at time tn on the
original mesh. The preimage of the cell is then intersected with the interfaces on the Eulerian mesh. This process is illus-
trated in Fig. 15. The primary advantage of the backward trajectory remap, is that the interface reconstruction is always per-
formed on the same, usually more regular, Eulerian mesh unlike the forward method where the interface reconstruction is
performed on the Lagrangian mesh, which may consist of deformed cells even if the original Eulerian mesh was structured.



Fig. 15. Backward Lagrangian advection scheme. (a) The ‘‘preimage”, X0 of the center computational cell of the fixed Eulerian mesh, obtained by integrating
the nodes backward in time. (b) To determine the cell contents at the new time, the ‘‘preimage” is intersected with the interface reconstruction for each
material at the previous time.
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In addition, the computation of the gradient of the volume fraction function depends on cell geometry which is fixed for the
backward scheme, but may change each timestep in the Lagrangian phase using the forward method.

In the first step of the backward trajectory remap method, the position of the cell vertices, xi, at the previous time step are
determined by integrating the ODE backwards in time
Fig. 16.
using th
order m
dxn
i

dt
¼ uðx; tÞt 2 ½tnþ1; tn� ð17Þ
with initial condition
xnþ1
i ðtnþ1Þ ¼ xi ð18Þ
using the computed velocities from times tn and tnþ1. We use a fourth order Runge–Kutta method, although many other time
integrators are suitable.

Once the location of the vertices at the previous time step are calculated, the preimage of the cell is taken to be the poly-
gon consisting of those vertices connected with straight lines. There are some errors introduced in computing the preimage
in this manner. For a solenoidal velocity field ðr � u ¼ 0Þ, the area of the preimage will be the same as the area of the original
cell. For a general velocity field, the preimage of a line will typically be a curve. Failing to account for the curvature of the
edges of the preimage introduces a defect in the cell area estimated to be Oðh3DtÞ in addition to area defects associated with
backward time integration of the vertices.
Final configuration of the four material circle shown in (A1) with material numbers after diagonal translation with a velocity of (1, 1) at time t ¼ 0:5
e interface reconstruction methods: (B1) Youngs’ with material order (0, 1, 2, 3, 4) (C1) Youngs’ with material order (1, 2, 3, 4, 0) (D1) our second
ethod. (A2)–(D2) show the same results on an unstructured mixed triangle and quadrilateral grid.
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In the second step of the backward trajectory remap method, the preimage of the cell is intersected with the material
polygons on the original mesh at time tn as shown in Fig. 15(b). The areas of each material that lie within the preimage
are added to obtain the material contents of the cell. Since the area of the preimage may not exactly match the area of
the original cell, the volume fractions are taken with respect to the preimage area. Volume fractions less than 10�8 are
suppressed.
Fig. 17. Material interface configuration for the four material vortex test at maximum stretch time t ¼ 2:0 and at complete reversal time t ¼ 4:0 run on a
64� 64 grid. For the method Youngs’ (1), the material ordering was (0, 1, 2, 3, 4). For method Youngs’ (2), the order was (1, 2, 3, 4, 0). The initial condition
and material numbers are the same as the four material circle shown in Fig. 16 but with the circle center located at (0.5, 0.75).
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5.4. Example: diagonal translation of a four material disk

To illustrate the performance of our method in a dynamic example, we choose a simple, five material example that
consists of diagonal translation of a four material disk at constant velocity. A four material disk of radius 0.15 is placed
at (0.25, 0.25) on a mesh comprising the domain ½0;1� � ½0;1�. The disk is then translated diagonally with a constant veloc-
ity of u ¼ ð1;1Þ to a final time of t ¼ 0:5. While the backward Lagrangian advection scheme has no restrictions on timestep
for stability, here the timestep was restricted to emphasize the effect of repeated interface reconstructions. For all simu-
lations, the CFL number, m ¼ kuk Dt

h , was 1
8
ffiffi
2
p . The grid spacing, h, is taken as the square root of the area of the smallest grid

cell.
In Fig. 16, the final configuration of the circle is shown using different interface reconstruction methods on a 32� 32

structured grid and a comparable unstructured, mixed quadrilateral and triangular grid. The material order independent,
second-order method (Fig. 16(D1) and (D2)) exhibits no grid artifacts and clearly preserves the structure better than the first
order, material order dependent method (Fig. 16(B1),(C1), (B2) and (D2)).

5.5. Example: four material vortex test

A standard volume tracking test case is the vortex consisting of a circle of radius 0.15 centered at (0.5, 0.75) in a
½0;1� � ½0;1� domain. To demonstrate material ordering issues, we again use a four material circle. The incompressible veloc-
ity field is given by the streamfunction
W ¼ cos
p
4

t
� � 1

p
sin2ðpxÞ sin2ðpyÞ ð19Þ
with the velocity field defined to be ðu;vÞ ¼ ð� oW
oy ;

oW
ox Þ. At time t ¼ 4, the material configuration should be identical to the

initial condition at time t ¼ 0.
Here the time step used was Dt ¼ 1

4 h where h ¼ 1
64 is the mesh spacing and the simulations were run to a final time of

t ¼ 4:0. The results are shown in Fig. 17. The material order issues with Youngs’ method lead to excessive breakup of the
interface. On the 64� 64 mesh, the solution computed using the second-order method shows problems at the tail of the
material. This is due to a poor initial reconstruction and the difficulty in obtaining reliable reference normals for the smooth-
ing procedure when the material has broken up or is very poorly resolved. Overall, our method shows significantly better
results than the material order dependent methods. In addition, the power diagram based reconstruction without the
smoothing step also shows very good results.

The total change in material volume is defined as
evol ¼
XNm¼5

m¼1

kVfinal
m � V0

mk
V0

m

ð20Þ
where Vfinal
m is the total volume of material m after the final time step, and V0

m is the total initial volume of material m. For the
methods shown, the change in material volume was for Youngs’ method with order 01234, evol ¼ 2:54e� 3, for Youngs’
method with order 12,340, evol ¼ 1:28e� 3, for the power diagram reconstruction, evol ¼ 1:35e� 4, and for the material order
independent second-order method, evol ¼ 3:10e� 3. The volume discrepancy in the backward Lagrangian advection method
is largely responsible for the error as all methods exhibit similar errors.
6. Conclusions

We have developed a second-order accurate method for material order independent interface reconstruction of multi-
material cells. It is based on the determination of the relative locations of each material in a cell using linear reconstruction
of the volume fraction function, reconstructing the interface using a power diagram and smoothing the interface with re-
spect to its neighbors. The method does not assume a topology for the material regions, i.e. a layer structure or triple point
configuration. Furthermore, all of the material regions created are convex which is a requirement for most advection and
remapping schemes.

The extension of the smoothing algorithm to three dimensions is challenging. However, extending the material location
by linear reconstruction is straightforward as it only relies on computation of the gradient. In addition, the construction of
the power diagram to three dimensions only requires the ability to intersect polyhedrons with a halfspace, a procedure de-
tailed in [38]. For the power diagram based reconstruction, the volume fraction matching procedure is dimension
independent.

This reconstruction method is currently being implemented in multi-material flow codes to further understand the com-
bined errors of advection and interface reconstruction.
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